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What’s staying the same?
KE Y TAKE AWAYS

VISUAL

Here are the workflows that map without issue:
•

Code Window

•

Most Timeline Functions

•

Flagging

•

Label Mode

•

Live Notes

•

Import/Export XML

•

Multiple Timelines

•

Primary Keyboard Shortcuts

RESOURCES
Book a 1:1 Expert Chat

NOTES

You must download this program PDF and save your own personal copy of the program in order
to save your notes.
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Importing Video
KE Y TAKE AWAYS
The workflow is now File > Import Video to combine
multiple files, multiple angles, or transcode.
Now, combine several video files in the import video screen and
you can assign angles to multiple files. Tools for aligning angles
are now built right into the timeline.
Drag and drop a file over the Hudl Sportscode icon to convert it,
or bulk convert with File>Convert from Legacy. Movie Packages
and code windows convert from Classic, but at this time sorters
and organizers do not—they will need to be databased.
Video can also be downloaded directly from the Hudl library
in a movie package format through Sportscode and used
immediately while the package downloads.

RESOURCES
Convert Legacy Package to Hudl Sportscode (Tutorial)
Convert Organizer to Hudl Sportscode (Tutorial)
Convert Sorter to Hudl Sportscode (Tutorial)
Book a 1:1 Expert Chat

NOTES

VISUAL
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Capture
KE Y TAKE AWAYS

VISUAL

Leverage our advanced array of video capture tools. From
IP capture for multiple angles, to adding video to existing
packages, to sharing live video across a network, Hudl
Sportscode makes game day workflows easy and reliable.

RESOURCES
Hudl Sportscode Video Capture (Hudl Academy Course)
Capture (Tutorial)
Book a 1:1 Expert Chat

NOTES

Live Sharing
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Multi-Game Analysis
KE Y TAKE AWAYS

VISUAL

Hudl Sportscode takes multi- game analysis to the next lev
el — both in terms of performance and insight. A Sportscode
database now has a distinct package structure that is optimized
for fast analysis across a whole season’s worth of games.
You can view and edit standalone or reference databases as
a table, similar to a sorter, which makes for simpler editing of
labels and notes.

RESOURCES
Book a 1:1 Expert Chat
Database

NOTES
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Presentation Tools
KE Y TAKE AWAYS

VISUAL

Communication is essential, and the improved workflows
with playlists equip you to relay information. Add highresolution title slides and use updated drawing tools to easily
add detail to presentations.

RESOURCES
Hudl Sportscode Presenting with Playlists
(Hudl Academy Course)
Review (Tutorial)
Book a 1:1 Expert Chat

NOTES

Sorter

